
PLANT  GROWTH CHAMBERS

The Growth chambers are characterized by the versatility of its use while maintaining an exceptional environment
uniformity. The user is free to manage the inner of the chambe r as he wants. Arabidopsis, insect incubation, seed
storage, tissue culture storage, plant growth chamber, con stant temperature chamber... Every settings are
possible.
Temperature range:

The standard temperature range is +0°C to +60°C lights OFF and + 10°C to +60°C lights ON with fluorescent lamp
or +5°C to 60°C with LED lights.
Lower temperature can be reached on request. The environmen t control depends on number of lights as it the
source of heat in the chamber. Whatever the type of light, we a lways guarantee the most stable environment
adapting the cooling and heating capacity.
Humidity range:

The standard Humidity range is 50% - 95% (lights OFF), 50% to 8 0% (lights ON). Lower humidity level can be
reached on request
Lights:

We almost only use LED due to customers requirements. Our sol utions are outstanding. The advantage is that the
spectrum is adjustable to recreate exact conditions of dusk , zenith and dawn. It is a new perspective in term of
research that we  oer you.
CO2 or other gas:

The standard gas used for plants research is the CO2 , but othe r gas can be controlled on request.
Air Circulation:
The both side walls allow to have an exceptional air circulat ion, therefore uniformity. The walls and the Side to
allow to create a pressure / vacuum  eect implying an easy and efficient air circulation.
Cooling system:
Regardless air or water cooling system, its capacity is alwa ys adapted to the temperature range and the facility
infrastructure.
Safety device:
Overcurrent, overload, overtemperature, low temperature safety devices, and more in request.
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FEATURES

RS232-LAN

Real time – ramping and step programming cycle

Multi Program / Multi Steps record and sequencing

Temperature, Humidity, Gas and Lights for complex 

environmental conditions

Display set and process value at the same time

Temperature, Humidity, Gas, Light and Alarm record

Audio / Visual Alarm for High and Low Value

Set time for start and close function

USB data export

Remote control system: Access to HMI by Internet

Password protected security levels

Control settings customized on request


